INGOL AND TANTERTON PACT MEETING 3RD NOVEMBER 2014

A lady who has been walking her muzzled dog on Tag Lane has been approached by another dog
which has attacked her dog. She tried to hit the dog with a stick but then the dog attacked her. Only
minor injuries sustained but all attempts to trace dog and its lady owner have been unsuccessful.
A staff member’s push bike was stolen from Ingol social club from a side room of the club. From
checking CCTV it appears the offenders have been drinking in the club prior to stealing the bike.
CCTV is being burnt off for hopeful officer identification.
The Murco petrol station at top of Tag Lane has been targeted by thieves who have broken into the
car wash machine and stolen around £90 in change. Although there were staff on duty it was not
seen, nor is the car wash area covered on CCTV.
A further theft from the same station took place days earlier where the tyre inflation cash box was
forced with the offender stealing £40 in loose change. CCTV from the garage was insufficient quality,
as was CCTV from the Guild Merchant. It looks to be a white male
A Polish lady on Threefields has had her cars side panels scratched . Suspects a neighbour may be
involved although no evidence to suggest this. Housing have been made aware of the situation. No
witnesses due to it occurring overnight and no CCTV covering area
A schoolchild assault has happened whilst a 16 year old was waiting to board a bus. He has pushed 2
males out of the way in order to board and in return has been punched a couple of times by 2 similar
aged males. CCTV from the bus has been seized and enquires underway to deal with the lads. It
transpires that it was all over a falling out on Face book.
A drugs warrant was executed on New Rough Hey due to community intelligence via crimestoppers.
A small quantity of drugs were found but due to no previous drugs convictions a cannabis warning
was issued
An outer pane of glass of a double glazed front window was smashed on Tag Croft overnight. No
suspects for this job
A house/flat party has taken place on Dunbar Road whilst parents away resulting in damage caused
at the address. The partygoers from out of the area have been visited and will be paying back the
money for the damage
Community Champions police programme continues to be run by the PCSO’s at local schools being
received well.
Very few problems Halloween time. Local shops have been visited and posters/advice given re
selling of eggs to youths at this time of year.
PCSO Jules Parker has been working in company with the local dog warden and has issued a ticket to
a male who constantly had his dog off the lead in the street. The male had several warnings prior to
this ticket being issued.

The Speed indicating device has been sent off for repair now. Hopefully Healthy Streets will be
funding the repair once a quote has been given

17 crimes this year compared to 20 last year for equivalent month
147 incidents last year compared to 135 this month

Q. Discussions over speeding matters in 20mph zones
A. Police are unable to issue tickets under 35mph. PC Michelle Doughty to feedback to next meeting.
Bill Winlow will speak to Police and Crime commissioner for clarity.
Q. T Junction at labour club
A. Ongoing problems, to be looked into

Matters arriving from previous minutes:
1. Sylvancroft pavement: All repairs have been completed.
2. Golf Course: Motorbike issues are resolved.
3. Brickworks development: A more detailed planning application is to be put forward before
Christmas.

Community Tasking/Information:
Q. 248 Tag Lane. Ongoing problems
A. Preston planning to send a letter requesting an update from Enforcement Officer.
Q. Queries over whether CCTV Cameras at Tanterton shops are working or not
A. The police will look into this matter, as they have not come back on. Janet Thompson will bring
this up at the next meeting.

The Policing priorities were set as:


Ingol and Tanterton

- Dangerous Dogs
-Speed checks around Tag Lane and Primary Schools

The last week of November is the last opportunity to put yourself forward to be a part of the PACT
panel.

